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Nov 12, 2015 45 views 0 Likes 1 Comment

Does Steve Rhodes the Get Out of Debt Guy really help people for free, or is he

making millions of dollars off maliciously capturing consumer information and

selling leads? You may want to first review recent complaints found across the

internet, pertaining to Steve Rhodes the Get Out of Debt Guy. Take a look.
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I find it interesting that Paul has refused to identify anything that is wrong inI find it interesting that Paul has refused to identify anything that is wrong in

any of my articles about GFS. And not only are his claims here fanciful butany of my articles about GFS. And not only are his claims here fanciful but

they are not based in fact. they are not based in fact. 

What he doesn't share in his post is the rest of the reports he cites in hisWhat he doesn't share in his post is the rest of the reports he cites in his

article he links to. They have my responses on them and clearly show myarticle he links to. They have my responses on them and clearly show my

position on claims made to be false. But since he refuses to include thatposition on claims made to be false. But since he refuses to include that

information or my response, here is an old post that addressed his rants. Seeinformation or my response, here is an old post that addressed his rants. See

this article from 2013 https://getoutofdebt.org/62011/golden-financial-this article from 2013 https://getoutofdebt.org/62011/golden-financial-

services-paul-paquin-attack-get-debt-guy-steve-rhode Yet he continues theservices-paul-paquin-attack-get-debt-guy-steve-rhode Yet he continues the

same misinformation.same misinformation.

Tomorrow I'll release a series of recent emails between GFS where theyTomorrow I'll release a series of recent emails between GFS where they

offered to remove their negative attacks against me if I would remove articlesoffered to remove their negative attacks against me if I would remove articles

about them. I held my tongue and was not going that but I guess the glovesabout them. I held my tongue and was not going that but I guess the gloves

are off now after this post.are off now after this post.

Here is just a bit, Ruth from GFS said, "I mean, sure I understand its a goodHere is just a bit, Ruth from GFS said, "I mean, sure I understand its a good

way for marketing, and that is why you put negative stuff about Goldenway for marketing, and that is why you put negative stuff about Golden

Financial, but I would agree to take down any negative posts about you, andFinancial, but I would agree to take down any negative posts about you, and

we can replace it with positive stuff online about each other's company, I canwe can replace it with positive stuff online about each other's company, I can

even let you replace the negative posts and provide editorial contenteven let you replace the negative posts and provide editorial content

educating folks on Bankruptcy or something positive that you have expertiseeducating folks on Bankruptcy or something positive that you have expertise

about. If you agree to take down the negative posts, I will do the same."about. If you agree to take down the negative posts, I will do the same."

They would not identify what negative posts they had placed about me onlineThey would not identify what negative posts they had placed about me online

even when repeatedly asked. Nor would they identify what stories I wrote thateven when repeatedly asked. Nor would they identify what stories I wrote that

were incorrect.were incorrect.
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